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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider linear meromorphic differential equations 
NY1 = 0, where D[y] =sg-A(x)y, (0.1) 
with A(x) an analytic (n x n)-matrix in a reduced neighborhood of OE C 
having a pole at x = 0 and v(x) EC”. It is well known that there exists a 
formal fundamental matrix 
f(x) =p(t)t” exp Q(t-‘), t = xl@, (0.2) 
where p E N, Q(t) a diagonal matrix whose entries are polynomials in t, /i 
a constant matrix such that AQ(t) = Q(t)A, and fi an (n x n)-matrix with 
entries in C [tn. 
Here we show that the formal series p(t) are multisummable in the sense 
of Ecalle [8, 93 and Martinet and Ramis [ 141. The multisums F of P exist 
on certain sectors S with vertex at 0 such that F(t) N 4 t) as t + 0 on S and 
Y(x) = F(t)t” exp Q(tr’), t = xl/p, (0.3) 
is a fundamental matrix of (0.1) on S,, where x E S,, iff t E S. The sectors 
S are such that every pair of distinct diagonal elements of Q(t-‘) has at 
most one dominance change on S, in accordance with Jurkat [ 13, Sect. 7f]. 
In two consecutive sectors S and S of this type we get two multisums F 
and P and two fundamental matrices Y and y. Then y(x) = Y(x)C, where 
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C is a nonsingular matrix, the Stokes matrix. For the elements of C, the 
Stokes multipliers, we give relations in terms of Bore1 transforms and 
accelerates of the formal matrix Pin case an extra condition is fulfilled. The 
Stokes multipliers are determined by the behavior of those accelerates at 
their singularities, so by resurgence in the sense of Ecalle. Another 
approach to the study of Stokes multipliers has recently been given by 
Immink [12]. 
The multisummability result is derived from a general multisummability 
property of equations D[y] =g, where D is as in (0.1) and the coefficient 
matrix A(x) and g(x) are multisums of formal series. If this equation has 
a formal series solution then it is multisummable and its sum is an analytic 
solution. 
This paper may be seen as an example of Ecalle’s general theory of 
resurgent functions [7] and in particular of his later theory of accelero 
summability [S, 91. Very general results concerning D[y] =g(x, y) with g 
nonlinear in y have been announced by Ecalle during the “Journees de la 
resurgence” in June 1989 in Paris. There he gave a rough idea of a proof. 
We have worked out the linear case in his spirit using a special case of 
his concept of accelero-summability, viz. multisummability. Here we follow 
the treatment of multisummability given recently by Martinet and Ramis 
[ 141. We will return to the nonlinear case in another paper, using the same 
methods. 
The multisummability property of formal fundamental matrices of (0.1) 
may also be derived from the decomposition of p(t) as a product of 
summable factors given by Ramis [ 151. Another proof will be given in a 
forthcoming paper of Balser et al. [l] using a cohomological method 
(cf. [ 171). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we collect the 
information on acceleration and multisummability needed in the sequel. 
The multisummability of formal solutions of D[v] =g is studied in Sec- 
tion 2. Here we need some properties of solutions of associated convolution 
equations which are proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we consider the 
multisummability property of fundamental matrices of (0.1). Then we give 
a decomposition of multisummable functions by means of finite Laplace 
transforms in Section 5. This we use in Section 6 to obtain relations for 
Stokes multipliers. We end with examples for the determination of these 
multipliers for differential equation with two and three levels. 
This paper has been prepared at the School of Mathematics and the 
Institute of Mathematics and its Applications of the University of Min- 
nesota and the Department of Mathematics of the University of Southern 
California. I thank these institutes for their hospitality. In particular, 
I thank Professor W. A. Harris, Jr., and Professor Y. Sibuya for useful and 
stimulating discussions. 
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1. ACCELERATION AND MULTISUMMABILITY 
We give definitions and properties of these notions as given by Martinet 
and Ramis in a forthcoming paper [ 143. If 8 _ < 8 + we define 
S(K, 0,) := {x~C,lt!K <argx<e+}, (1.1) 
where C, denotes the Riemann surface of log x. Let k > 0, S := S(0 ~, 8 + ), 
e- <e+. If f is defined in a neighborhood of cc in S, then we say that f 
is of exponential growth of order <k if there exists a positive constant C 
such that 
f(x) = o(l) ew(C I-4”) as x+ co ins. (1.2) 
For short we then write f~ E(k, S). 
Assume S is as above, f is analytic in S, k > 0, (1.2) holds, and there 
exists E > 0 such that 
f(x) = O(Xc-k) as x -+O in S. (1.3) 
Then we define the Laplace transform of order k off in S by 
(L2k,Sf)(X) := Jorn exp(‘6) {exp - (t/x)“> f(W(5”L x E S(C), (1.4) 
where 
e--$8++& Re(8’xPk)>C 
forsomeeE(B-,B+) . 
I 
(1.5) 
Here 8 E (0-, 8 +) is chosen so that Re(e”‘xek) > C. If there is no fear of 
confusion we write 9, instead of 9&. 
If z E S and f is as above except that we do not assume (1.2) we define 
Gf;f)(x) := I2 (exp - (UX)~) f(tM4k)y x # 0, (1.6) 
0 
where the path of integration is in S. Then (Y;f)(x) is an entire function 
of XPk. 
If g is an analytic function in a region S(C) as in (1.5) with C>, 0, 
8_ < 8, , then we define the Bore1 transform of order k of g in S(C) by 
(Bk,S(c)g)(t) :=&i {exp(t/x)k) g(x)d(X-k)y (1.7) 
Y 
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where y is a contour in S(C) from 0 exp{i(B + arg 9)) to 
Oexp{i(-0+arg5)} f or some 0 2 n/2k provided the integral converges, 
and ?~ES(K, (3,). 
If&<8+ andfisanaIyticinS:=S(B_,8+)andif(1.2)and(1.3)hold 
with k > 0, E > 0, then 
B k,S(C,%,S.f =f: (1.8) 
If k > 0, we define pk f by (Pan) :=f(~“~) and 
f; g := (P~)-Y(P~~) * (Pkg)L i.e., (1.9) 
(f; g)(x) = j”:f” Xk - tk)‘lk) g( t)d( tk), 
provided the integral exists. In particular, 
Xi-k Xvk Xi.+p-k 
-*-= 
r(W) k %lk) r((A +,4/k)’ 
if Rel>O, Rep>>. (1.10) 
Iffand g are analytic in S=S(K, e+), 0_ <8+, and (1.2) and (1.3) are 
satisfied by f and g with some k > 0, E > 0, C > 0, then 
(1.11) 
If cp and rj are analytic in S(C) and q(x), $(x) are O(Y) as x + 0 in S(C), 
where s>O, then 
Next, we consider the acceleration operator A,.,,, where k’ > k > 0. Let 
fbeanalyticinS:=S(8~,8+),wheree~<8+,andassume(1.2)and(1.3) 
with C > 0, E > 0. Then we define 
(Ak,,k,sf)(t) := (&,s~c$i,sf)(‘t)~ (1.13) 
if 5 ES’ := S(K - r~/2rc, 8, + 7t/21c), where 
1 1 1 k’k -=--- 
u k k” 
KC- 
k’ - k’ 
Thus 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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If we substitute for 2 and B their integral expressions and then change 
the order of integration we get 
tAv,k,sf)(O = 4Ck’ 6 exp(re) C,,,,ttr/5)“)ftt)dttk), (1.16) 
where 5 E S(& - 7c/21c, 6 + + n/2x), 6’ E (0- ,8+ ), such that Re(eie/t)” > 0 
and 
5 pk’Cks,k((t/S)k) := (& expt - tf/x)k)t5). (1.17) 
The last relation defines Ecalle’s function, C,(t): 
c,(t) := f, n! r;lnla) if ~0 1. 
The asymptotic behavior of this function is given by 
C,(I)-~(~)(I:2)8exp {--(a-- l)(J-rl, 
(1.18) 
t --+ co, (1.19) 
on larg tI <rc/2/?+ 6, where /I :=a/(a- 1) and 6 >O is some constant. 
From this it follows that the definition of Ak,,k,S may be extended to 
functions f analytic in S := S(e ~, 8 + ) with fe E(rc, S) and (1.3) with 
some E > 0 by means of (1.16) again for 5 E S(& - 71/2rc, 0+ + 7c/2rc), 
Re(@/r)” > C, C as in (1.2) with k replaced by K. 
We also use a truncated operator A;,,k. Let f be analytic in 
S=S(K,e+) and satisfy (1.3) in S with some &P-O. Let ZES. Then we 
define A;s,kf by 
C%~,,cf J(5) = t-k’ [; ck’,k((t/t)k)f (ddttkh 5 $0, (1.20) 
where the path of integration is in S. This is 5 -k’ times an entire function 
of 5 -‘. Moreover, we have 
ykfA;',kf= mt?;f, A;<,k f = Bk’.9;f, (1.21) 
since (1.17) implies ~k,(r-k’Ck,,k((t/~)k))(X) =exp[ -(t/x)k]. By using 
(1.11) and (1.12) one may show that if f and g are analytic in S and are 
in E(K, S), whereas moreover both are o(xBek) as x + 0 in S with some 
E > 0, then 
A k’,k,S(f; g) = (-b,k,sf) : b'h,,,sg). (1.22) 
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For a positive constant k, if f is analytic on S and 
f(x) -f(x) := f CjXiJ, x-+0 inS,&<A,< . . . . (1.23) 
0 
with 1, > -k, then we have in case f E E(k, S) 
(1.24) 
as x + 0 on 3, where 3 := S(9- - n/2k, 8, + n/2k), whereas in case 
f~ E(K, S) we have 
as X-PO on E=s(e_ -1rn/2~-, 8, +71/2x). 
If f is analytic on 3 and (1.23) holds as x + 0 on 3, then 
Bk,Sf(x)&jx+k/r(Aj/k)=:~kj-(~) as x+OonS. (1.26) 
0 
In (1.24) and (1.26) we have equality if f =p is a finite series. 
Next assume f is analytic in S, f E E(K, S), (1.23) holds with Aj =j, and S 
is of Gevrey level p > 0 on S. The last assumption means that if 6 > 0, 
p > 0, then there exist positive constants C and R such that 
f(x)- c ~~‘~~~~~BC=(l+~)lRxl” 
for all NEN, xES(K+6, e+-J)nd(O;p). Then Aksk,Sf is of Gevrey 
level (p-l +K-‘)-’ on s(e- -rc/2rc, e+ +rc/21c). In particular, if p= co, 
i.e., iff is a convergent series, then A,,,,f (cf. (1.25)) is K--summable in the 
directions u with c( E (e_, 0,) with sum A,.,,,,f: These properties may be 
shown by estimating Aks,k,S~ for an analytic function cp on S such that 
I&t)1 dM ltl”exp(c Itlk) on S with M, N, and c positive, by means of the 
saddle point method using (1.18) and (1.19). 
Next we define multisummability. Let Y EN, 
O<k,< ... <k,, 
““=k,,,-k, 
k’+lkj z(:,-$--)~’ if j= 1, . . . . r- 1 and K, :=k,. (1’27) 
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Let 13,: < e,+ , sj := qe,: , e; ), s; := s(e,- - 425, e; + 71/2~~), and 
assume Sj+ I c Si. Let 
P(x) = f ci7-f E axIn I/k,1 
n=l 
which means that B,,! is convergent, i.e., 
cpl(x) :=B,,f(x)= f c,xnpk’/Z-(n/k,) 
II=1 
(1.28) 
is convergent for 0 < 1x1 < p with some p > 0. 
Assume that cpi can be continued analytically on S, so that 
‘p, EE(K,, S,). Then 
($2 = Ak&k,.&(Pl 
exists for 5 E Si such that Re(e”/l)“I > C for some C as in (1.2) with k 
replaced by k1 and some 8 E (0;) 0: ). 
Assume that (p2 can be continued analytically on S2 and q2 E E(Q, S,), 
etc. Recursively define 
(P/-:=Ak,,k,-l,s,~l(Pi~l if j = 2, . . . . r (1.29) 
and assume ‘pi can be continued analytically on Sj such that ‘pi E E(lc,, Sj). 
Thenf is said to be (k,, . . . . k,)-summable on S: and its (k,, . . . . k,)-sum fis 
defined by 
f I= =%k,,S,(Pr. (1.30) 
Then we have f(x) -f(x) as x + 0 on S:. In case r = 1 we obtain ordinary 
k,-summability of Ramis [ 151. 
Using the remark after (1.26) concerning functions which are of some 
Gevrey level we see that & is K-i-summable in the direction a with 
& < CI < 8 +, since ‘pi is of Gevrey level co. Moreover, ‘pi is of Gevrey level 
(k;‘-k,:‘)-’ on Si-i. 
If c is a constant we also say c +f(x) is (k,, . . . . k,)-summable iffhas this 
property and its multisum is c +f(x), where f is the multisum oft 
If O<m,< ... cm, and {k, ,..., k,}c {m,, . . . . m,}, then (k,, . . . . k,)- 
summability implies (m,, . . . . m,)-summability. If with the notation above 
we have hgj, kj<m<kj,,, then we may extend the previous definitions 
as 
A m,kh,S,,(Ph := A m,k,,S,(Pj=: Bmf, 
Ai&,(Ph I= A~/&, where zj E S,. 
(1.31) 
If kj<m<kj+l, then A,kh,sh (Ph = B, f is analytic on s(e,- - +rcJZ, 
tl,? +&G), where II-p’=k,:i-mpi. 
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2. A MULTISUMMABILITY THEOREM 
Here we consider the differential equation 
KY1 =g (2.1) 
with the following assumptions: 
(i) D is defined by (0.1) where now the (n x n)-matrix A(x) satisfies 
(2.2) 
where TEN,, k,=O<k,< ... <k,, k,EN, n=n,f ... +n,, n,EN, A,, a 
constant (nh x n,)-matrix, A,, is invertible if h > 0, Z, is the (nh x n,)-identity 
matrix, and A + and g are (k,, . . . . k,)- sums on a sector S of formal series 
/i+(x)= f A+j~i, g(x)= f g,x’; (2.3) 
j=O j=O 
(ii) (2.1) possesses a formal solution J?(X) = C,?=, c,x! 
Then we show that 9 is (k,, . . . . k,)-summable on subsectors of S and its 
sum satisfies (2.1). 
To specify those subsectors we use the following definition in connection 
with (2.2): 
DEFINITION. Let je (1, . . . . r}. Then 4 is a singular value of level kj for 
(2.2) if kit9 is an eigenvalue of Aj. The set of singular values of level k, is 
denoted V,. A singular direction of level k, is an argument of an element of 
Vi. The set of singular directions of level kj is denoted W,. If e E W,, then 
o f n12kj are Stokes directions of (2.2). 
Then we have 
THEOREM 1. With the assumptions made above the formal solution y(x) 
of (2.1) is (k,, . . . . k,)-summable on any subsector 3 of S such that for all 
je { 1, . ..) r} the sector 3 does not contain any pair of Stokes directions 
o - n/2kj, a+ n/2kj with GE W,. The multisum y(x) of p(x) depends on S 
and satisfies (2.1). 
We give a proof of this theorem by means of convolution equations as 
in Ecalle’s theory of resurgent functions. We only need to prove the 
theorem with co = p(O) = 0, since the general case may be reduced to this 
case. We use the notation of (1.27)-( 1.30) with f= xa + and 2, ‘pj = O[j and 
rj, respectively. 
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Next define for j = 1, . . . . r 
Mj:=xk$,@ . . . @x~JI,@x~J+‘I~+~@ ... @xk’&, gj := Mj g. (2.4) 
Let d be a half-line arg x = 8 in C with 0,: < 8 < 0,: and let C,“(d) be the 
space of P-functions rl/: d -+ C” with compact support. On C:(d) we 
define the operator Q, by 
Qj := Bk,MjDyk,. (2.5) 
Here we use obvious extensions of the definitions for &$, and B,, in 
Section 1. 
We may elaborate this definition as follows: If w E C” we denote by w@) 
the projection of w on the space spanned by the unit vectors with indices 
n,+ ... +n,-,+l,..., n,+ ... +n, if h~(0, l,..., r}. By utilizing (1.12), 
(1.26), and 
(2.6) 
we obtain for $ E C:(d) 
(Q,$)(j)= (kj<kll.-A .)$(j)- (a. * +)(j) 
J J Jk, ’ 
(2.7) 
tkh ~ 2k, 
(Qje)‘h’= -An’k+r(-l+(kk/ki))k, 
* (kjt”J$‘h’) - (Ctj z Il/)‘h’, 
We extend the definition of Qj to analytic functions J/: So --+ C”, where So 
is a subsector of Sj with vertex 0 such that Ii/(x) = 0(x’-‘1) as x + 0 on S,. 
To D[y] =g we now associate the convolution equations 
Qj@j=Yj> where jrj := B,, gj = Bk,Mj g, (2.8 1 
where j = 1, . . . . r. We solve these equations successively for j = 1, j = 2, . . . . 
and j = r. This involves three steps which we formulate as lemmas. Let 
$j(t) :=f,Chth-'/T t =B,J(l), 
0 
j = 1, . . . . r. (2.9) 
I J 
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LEMMA 1. The equation Q, 11/, = y”l has a unique solution $1(t) which is 
the sum of the convergent series I,$,(() in a neighborhood of 0. This solution 
11/, can be analytically continued on S,\ V,. 
LEMMA 2. rfj~ (1, . . . . r} and tij is an analytic solution (possibly multi- 
valued) of (2.8) in Sj\ Vi, then +,c E(Ic,, S,). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose jE { 1, . . . . r - 1 } and tij is an analytic solution of (2.8) 
on some subsector sj := S((PJ, cp,? ) of Sj\ Vj such that 
Ic/j(t)-$j(OT 5+O2 (2.10) 
on 3,. Then 
(2.11) 
is an analytic solution of Qj+ I$ = yj+, in a neighborhood of 0 in 
sj(6) := S(qjP - 7c/2tcj+ 6, ‘p,? + 7c/2tc,- 6) for any 6 > 0, and (2.10) with j 
replaced by j + 1 holds on sj (0). 
We postpone the proof of these lemmas to Section 3. From Lemma 1 
and Lemma 3 with j= 1 we see that (2.8) with j= 2 holds in a 
neighborhood of 0 in g,(S), 6>0, and (2.10) with j=2 holds on s,(O) 
provided 3, c (S,\ VI). From the convolution equation (2.8) with j= 2 we 
see that $z can be continued analytically on S,\ V,. 
Now we apply Lemma 3 with j= 2 and 3, c (S,\ V,) n s,(O). From this 
and (2.8) with j= 3 we get a solution 1//3 of (2.8) with j= 3 on S,\ V, 
(possibly multivalued) such that (2.10) with j= 3 holds on s,(O). We may 
repeat this procedure for j= 3, ..,, r - 1 with sj c (S,\ Vi) n sjj I(O). Thus 
we obtain til as solution of (2.8) with j= r on S,\ V,, which satisfies (2.10) 
with j= r on s,-,(O) and $?E E(k,, S,). So y= yk,,s,$, exists on a 
neighborhood of 0 in J,(S) if 6 P- 0 and y(x) N p(x) as x -+ 0 on s,(O). From 
(2.5) and (2.8) it follows that 
Bk,~M,D[Y I= Bkj’fr g, 
and so D[ y] = g on a neighborhood of 0 in s,(S) if 6 > 0. More precisely, 
by using ll/r E E(k,, 3,) we see that y exists and is a solution on 
i 
x~Clq3; -&<argx<rp,t +$, 
r r 
Re(e’e/x)kr > C for some 8 E (40;) cp,’ ) . (2.12) 
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Finally we show that if 3 := s(r-, r’) is chosen as in the theorem, then 
we may choose cp,? , j= 1, . . . . r, such that 3 c s,(O), @ # sj c (Sj\ Vi) n 
Sj- l(O), j= 1, . . . . r, or equivalently 
0i < ‘pi < ‘P; < 0,’ ) 
(2.13) 
and (‘pi, cp/? )n W, = 0, j = 1, . . . . r - 1. 
We know from the definition of multisummability (cf. (1.27~( 1.30)) that 
Let h E { 1, . . . . r} be such that nJk,+ , < r+ - t- < rc/kh. Then we choose 
‘pi := r- + n/(2kj) and CP,? := r + -n/(2kj) if j>h+ l..Hence, if j>/z+ 1, 
then (2.13) holds. If OE((P/,(P,?)~ W,, j>h+l, then (z-,r+) would 
contain the Stokes rays c - n/(2k,) and cr + n/(2kj), contradicting the 
assumption on 3. Hence (cp,: , cp,? )n Wj = 0 if j > h + 1. If j < h, we use 
z+ -z- < x/k,,. Then we may choose ‘p]: - rc/( 2kj) < z - , z + < cpf + n/(2kj) 
such that (2.13) holds and (cp,:, cp,?)n W,= 0 if j<h. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMAS 1, 2, AND 3 
First we rewrite the equations Q,$ = yj by means of an operator T, 
defined on the space of analytic functions f on a neighborhood of 0 in 
S(e,:, 0,?) such that f(~)=O(~l-k~) as c + 0 on this sector. For such 
functions f we define Tjf by 
(Tjf)‘?= {r(l-khk;‘)kj~k~}p’ {({-*“,4&f(“) 
+(5-kh~uj~f)‘h’}9 if O<h<j- 1, 
(Tjf)(j) := (kj<k~Zj-Aj)pl (ajk*; f)“‘, 
kh 2% 
(Tjf)‘+=A;l ’ ~ * (kj5"f)-~j~f 
r( - 1 + (k,/k,)) k~ I 
if j+l<h<r. 
(3.1) 
If j = 1 we may replace s(0; ,d: ) by a reduced neighborhood of 0. 
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Correspondingly we define y,* by 
Hence Q,$, = yj is equivalent to tjj = Tj~i + y:. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We use a method which in case Y = 1 occurs in 
Horn [ 111. Horn’s method is modified here in a manner which is similar 
to the method used by Harris, Sibuya, and Weinberg [lo] (cf. also [6, 
4, 51). 
If NEN, N>k,, we define 
Then Ic/,=T,$l+y: is equivalent to r,=T,r,+6,, where 6,:= 
y: + T, fN - fN. Since Dj = 2 we see that I$, := Bk, 9 is a formal solution of 
~k,MID&,$=fik,M1g, so Qrlc/= f1 and t,b=T,$+y,*. From this it is 
easily verified that S,(c) = U(<“-k’) as t + 0. 
Let V:= {rEC[ 151 <p} with p > 0 so small that k, ljklZl - A 1 is inver- 
tible for 5 E I’. Let W be the Banach space of analytic functionsfon I’ such 
that 
llfll := sup I?- “f(r)1 < co. 
56 v 
From a, = &,(xA +(x)) and (1.26) we deduce al(t) = 0(t’-k’), t -+ 0. If 
f~ W and <E I/ we obtain with the help of (1.9) and (1.10) 
I(1 $-NOG llfll 11 ;, tNpk’l =N-‘k, 151” Ilfll, 
I(a1 ,:f,ct,l GC llfll Irk’:, Pk’l 
= C.?if(k;‘, Nk,‘) l~lN+’ --kl Ilfll, 
I(1 ;, ~1, $Xt)l G QW;‘, NK’) ItI”” Ilfll, 
l(kh-2k1;, ((klf)l <B(k,k,~‘- 1, Nk,‘+ 1) ItN+kh-kll Ilfil, 
if h > 1. Here C is a constant independent of N and 9 is the beta function. 
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Moreover, a(k;‘, A%;‘) and B(k,k;‘- 1, AJk;‘+ l)+O as N+ cg if 
h> 1. 
Hence T, is a contraction on W if N is sufficiently large. Thus we have 
a unique solution of rN = T, rN + 6, in W. So $i =fN + 6, is an analytic 
solution of 1(1= T, $ + y: in V and $i is convergent with sum t,Gi on I’. 
The solution II/ i may be continued analytically on S(0;, 8 T ) except for 
singular (branch) points 5, where k, tklZ, - A i is singular, because these 
are the only singular points of the analytic convolution equation 
$I= T,rCI, +yl*. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We fix j in Lemma 2 and omit the index j in the 
proof. Let $ be an analytic solution of Q$ = 7 in 3 = (< E S(&, 8 + ), 
l(l>R}, R>O. So $=T$+y* in,% 
Let 4,, be a point in 3 with l&l = R and t, = &$ We modify the operator 
T by T on s by replacing in the right-hand side of (3.1) the convolutions 
g;fbygZf, where 
(Rif)(r):=~~~g((f-r)“*)f(r”*)drl,_i*, 5ES. (3.2) 
However, we do not change terms of the form <” * CI in (3.1). Then we get 
for $ in 3, ti = T$ + y”*, where the function y”* depends on y* and the 
restriction off to S(&, e+)\S. 
Let S*={r~C(e-+~darg(~~-~~)“~~e+-6, IQaR}, where 6>0 
is sufficiently small. We consider F in the space WC of analytic functions f
on S* such that 
llfll, := sup IS(5)l exp(-c 15k-t$@)< ~0, p = rc/k 
<ES* 
where c > 0 is chosen later on. From the construction of T* it follows that 
y”* Is* E W, if c B c,,, where c,, is some suitable positive constant. Similarly 
txE WC if cZc,. 
We estimate F on WC using the following estimates which we prove later 
on: 
If a, b, c, and ,u are positive, and 0 6 a + b - 1 < pa, then 
(I) Sb(t-Z)a-iZb-lexp(cZP)d~~Kc-(~+b-l)’~exp(ct~) for t>O, 
and, if c>c,+ 1, c,>O, ~2 1, then 
(II) sh exp { cO( t - t)” + cr”} dz Q Kc- lir exp(cP) for t > 0, where K is 
a constant independent of t and c. 
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We have 
l(tekh zf)(t)l < llfIIc 1: I(t--z)pkh’k exp(c JzJK’~) &I, 
if t=tk-<i, h<j. 
Nowapply(I)with~=rc-‘andusel-~=~(~~l-k~l)= -&,:l,<O. 
Hence we get for l E S* 
(3.3) 
Here and in the following K denotes a positive constant independent of 
c and 5 which may be different in different places. Similarly 
l(Fkh: a)l SK lI4I,ex~(c~ /Y-5f?‘, if h <j. (3.4) 
Next we use (I) with a = - 1 + k,/k, b = 1 and 2, h > j. Now 
k(a+b-1-pu)6k,~(~-1-kk1+k~1}<0 since K -‘=k-‘-k,;‘,. 
Hence 
115k*-2k Z (<kf)/Ic<Kc(k-kh)‘K llfll,, if h>j. (3.5) 
Finally we apply (II) to c( ?f and 5 ~ kh ; CI ‘;f, h <j, using (3.4). Then we 
get 
lb ~fll., llrkh; a vll.,<~c-l’p Ilfll, for c>c,+l, h<j. (3.6) 
By combining (3.1), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) we see that F is a contrac- 
tion on W, if c is chosen sufficiently large. Therefore the unique solution 
$ of II/ = ?$ + y* on 5 satisfies IJ Is. E WC for all sufficiently small 6 > 0. 
Hence $ EE(K, s(6-, 19’)). 
Finally we prove (I) and (II). We denote the left-hand sides of (I) and 
(II) by Z and ZZ. By substituting r = t( 1 -s)“” we get 
z=P-Lf+b-’ {exp(cP)} Jo1 (1 -(l -s)l’P}U-l 
x(l--~)-~+~~~eexp(-ct~s)ds. 
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Denote the integrand by f(s). There is a constant K, > 0 independent of c 
and t such that 
f(s)< KI.fpl exp( --P‘s)) if O<s<$, 
f(s)<K,(l-~s))‘+~‘~eexp(-&Y) if $<S<l. 
Hence 
i 
:f(s)ds$h.,{~(a)(cr~)~“+(~:b)exp(-tct”)j, 
and (I) follows if ctp > 1. If ct” < 1 we also easily obtain (I). 
To prove (II) we use c,(t - r)” + ctP < c0 tp + (c - cO)zp, if 0 6 z < t, 
p k 1. By using the same substitution as above we get 
ZZ=p--‘t{exp(cP)} J” [exp{-(c-c,)PS}](l -s))‘+“~~s. 
0 
Now j:“... <K,(c-c,)-‘~-~ and j:,2... <K,exp{-$(c-c,)P} for 
some K. independent of t and c, and (II) follows if ctp > 1. If ct” < 1 the 
proof is simpler. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Iffe C,“(d) we defined Q, f by (2.5). Hence if 
,T:=h,,,,k, f (3.7) 
then we have with (1.12) 
Hence 
This equality remains valid if f 6 E(lc,) in S(e,:, 0,? ) and f (x) = 0(x-h) as 
x + 0 on this sector. This may be seen by approximating f on half-lines 
d : arg 5 = 6’ with 6’ E (0,:) 0,? ) by elements of C;(d). 
For y” with (2.8) and (1.12) we similarly have 
From this and (3.8) we deduce that Qjlclj= yj with tij+ 1 = L&+,,~,$~ implies 
Qj+llc/i+l=Yj+l. 
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4. FUNDAMENTAL MATRICES AND MULTISUMMABILITY 
We consider the homogeneous linear differential equation (0.1) with 
A(x) an analytic (n x n)-matrix in a reduced neighborhood of 0 and a pole 
at x = 0. Turrittin [ 181 has shown that there exists an analytic transforma- 
tion 
t=x’IP, kEN, PEN,, (4.1) 
where the B, are constant (n x n)-matrices such that (0.1) is transformed 
into 
(4.2) 
where P(t) is polynomial and diagonal, N nilpotent, and R(t) an analytic 
(n x n)-matrix in a full neighborhood of 0, and 
P(t) = & Pj(tvj, N= 6 N,, (4.3) 
J=l j= I 
where m E N, I, and N, are (nj x n,)-matrices, n,E N, CT nj = n, I, is an 
identity matrix, Ni is a Jordan block nilpotent of order nj, and pi(t) is a 
polynomial in t or pi(t) = 0. 
Moreover, Turrittin showed that (4.2) has a formal fundamental matrix 
@‘(t)=l?(t)tP(o)+Nexp Q(tr’), where 
Q(t)= -1’ {‘(7)-f’(O)} $= C$ qj(t)IJy 
0 j=l 
qj(t)= - 5 d {p,(l)-p,(O)} $3 fi(t)EGL(n;C[t]). 
(4.4) 
So the matrices P(O), N, and Q(t) commute. Correspondingly, (0.1) has the 
formal fundamental matrix (0.2) with ,4 = P(0) + N and 
We now substitute for w in (4.2) an (n x n)-matrix W and put 
W(t)=H(t)t” exp Q(tr’). (4.5) 
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Then the equivalent differential equation for H is 
t$=(P(;)+N)H-H(P(~)+N)+tR(t)H. (4.6) 
Now we use the partition of H into blocks H, which corresponds with the 
partition of P(t). Also we denote by H,. the (nh x n)-matrix consisting of 
the row of blocks Hhl, . . . . H,, and by H .j the (n x n,)-matrix consisting of 
the column of blocks H,, . . . . H,. Then we have 
H,+NhH,-H,Nj+tR,.(t)H.j, 
j, he {l, . . . . m}. (4.7) 
Let k, be the degree of (ph -pi)(t) if p,, #pi and otherwise k,= 0. We 
assume that at least one k, differs from zero. Otherwise P is constant and 
t = 0 is a regular singular point of (4.2), which implies that Z?(t) converges. 
We have 
(Ph-Pj)(t)=Chjtkh,(l +o(1)) as t-+03, chj#o if ph#pj- (4.8) 
So the right-hand side of (4.7) is of the form 
tpkh’{chjH,+ tRh.(t)H.j} if k,#O 
and 
(Ph-Pj)(O)Hhj+NhHh,-HhjNj+ tR,.(t)H.j -‘if k,=O. 
Here ii,. (t) is an (nh x n)-matrix analytic in a neighborhood of 0. From 
this we see that (4.7) with h = 1, . . . . m constitutes a differential equation for 
H.j of the type (2.1) with g= 0 and with a formal solution Z?.j(t), to which 
Theorem 1 is applicable. 
To formulate the result we first consider the levels and singular values 
associated with (4.7). The degrees k, of ph -p] with k, > 0 are the levels of 
(4.7). For fixed j we arrange these in increasing order, m,j -C ... < m,CjJ,j, 
so that rnflj is the pth level associated withj in (4.7). If we arrange the levels 
k,, > 0 in increasing order with both h and j varying we obtain the levels 
m, < ... Cm, of (4.7). 
A singular value of level k, of (4.7) is a number phj # 0 such that in (4.8) 
we have 
chj = khj ( PhjIkh’ 
505/92/l-5 
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or equivalently 
(qh-qj)(r)= -(PhjtY" t1 +o(1)) as t+co. (4.9) 
Let 
Vgj:= {phj(khj=mgj}. (4.10) 
If h #j, then arg phj ) (2k,) ~ ’ rc is called a Stokes direction and the pair 
arg P/ti - (2khj) - ’ 71, arg phj •k (2k,) - ’ 7c 
a Stokes pair associated with qh - qj. In these directions Re(q, - qj)(tt ‘) 
changes sign at 0. If 6,, is a Stokes direction then the ray arg 5 = B,, is called 
a Stokes ray. 
With these definitions we immdediately deduce from Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions above be fulfi:lled: Let z- and z+ be 
two Stokes directions uch that z ~ < 7 + and such that (z-, z + ) does not con- 
tain any Stokes pair. Then (0.1) has a fundamental matrix Y(x) as in (0.3) 
with A = P(0) + N, (4.4), and where F(t) is the (m,, . . . . m,)-sum of F(t) on 
S(r-, z+). In particular, if Jo { 1, . . . . m}, then F.,(t) is (m,CjI,j, .. . . mIj)- 
summable with sum F.j(t) on S(z,-, t,?) ifz,: <zJ? such that (zi, z,?) does 
not contain any Stokes pair associated with q,, - qj, h E { 1, . . . . m}. 
Remark 1. If qjl :=fi,l,p.j, (P,+~,~:=A,,,,+,,~,,,!,(P~ for l=l,..., r(j)-1, 
then the singularities of ‘pU are the singular values phj of level k, = mli and 
0. The widths of the asymptotic sectors for F correspond with those studied 
by Jurkat [ 13, Sect. 71: (qh - qj)(tt’) has at most one dominance change 
in S(r,:, r,? ). The levels m,, divided by p are the slopes of the Newton 
polygon of (0.1). 
5. DECOMPOSITIONS OF MULTISUMS 
In the discussion of Stokes multipliers we need decompositions of the 
sum f of a (k,, . . . . k,)-summable formal series j: We use the notation of 
Section 1, (1.6), (1.16), (1.20), (1.27)-(1.31), and 
Aj := Ak,+,,k,,S,, A,* := A$+,,k,, Ai := Aj- AT, je { 1, . . . . r- l>, (5.1) 
where .zj~ Sj, zj# 0, j= 1, . . . . r - 1. The path of integration in A,? is in Si. 
So for Aj we replace the path of integration in the definition of Aj (cf. 
(1.16)) by a path from zj to co in S,. 
Then ~]T,cP, = ‘pi+, - Af” ‘pi exists on Si, , and belongs to E( ui+ , , Si + , ) 
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since (Ai* is <-kj+l times an entire function of t-k1 (cf. (1.20)). Now 
we define 
4’ := cpl, @j+l=xjqj if j= 1, . . . . r - 1, 
(5.2) 
l.4j=6pz@j if j= 1, . . . . r, where z, E S,, Iz,I = co. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 4. The function Gj exists on Sj, is analytic on Sj, and 
Qj~ E(K~, Sj). Moreover, qj- ‘pj is analytic on C, and bounded on any 
sector S(0 ~ ,8 + ) in a neighborhood of co. The function uj(x) is an entire 
function of x-4 if j = 1, . . . . r - 1, and 
f=u,+ ... +u,, u,(x)-f(x) as x+0 on largWl)l < NWl). 
(5.3) 
If r 2 2 and 6 > 0 there exist positive constants cj(S) and Zj(6) such that 
uj(x) = O(1) exp{ -cj(6)(zj- I/x)+1} as x-0 
on Iarg(x/zj- I)1 < n/(2kj- 1) - 4 
~ji(5)=0(1)exp(-~j(s)(zj-l/5)“1-’} as c-0 
(5.4) 
on larg(t/Zj-‘)I <~/(2Kj-l)l <71/(2K,-1)--~ 
for j = 2, ,.., r. 
Proof: First we prove by induction that qj- ‘pj is analytic on C, and 
bounded on any sector S(0 _, 8 + ), and 
‘PJzBk,tul + .” +Uj-l)+@j. (5.5) 
Since qI = @r, the assertion for j = 1 is obvious. Suppose it holds for j. We 
have 
Using (1.18) and (1.19) we see that the right-hand side exists and is 
analytic on C, and bounded on any S(K) 0,) as 5 + co. Since .&qj exists 
on sj+l and belongs to E(lcj+ 1, ,+ 1 S. ) as we saw above, now also 
4j+ I = ;ii$j has this property. Furthermore, 
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and SO both sides are analytic on C, and bounded on any S(@-, 0 + ) in 
a neighborhood of co. From (1.21) we deduce A,?$j=BBk,+,~~@j= 
B k,+luj* SO (5.5) and (1.21) imply 
~j+l=AjVj=AjBk,(ul+ ... +uj~J+A,*@,+;iicj, 
= Bk,+,(ul + " ' + uj) + @,j+ 1. 
Hence (5.5) holdsforj=l,...,randf=dck,cp,=u,+ . ..+u._ 
From the definition of ui we immediately deduce ui(x) -f(x) as x -+ 0 
on larg(x/zi)l < n/(2k,). From the definition of Qj and (1.19) we readily get 
the second formula in (5.4). This implies 
The saddle point 4, of the exponential term in the integrand satisfies 
5 ;fk=(rc/k)czjK_,xk, where rc=uj-,, k= kj, c = F,(S). The value of the 
exponential term in to is 
exp [ -,(!!+ l)(go-Il*iJ(~)Kk’~k+*)], 
from which we may deduce the first part of (5.4). 
Remark 2. In the case where 9 is a formal solution of D[y] = g as in 
Section 2 we may construct the corresponding multisum y and its decom- 
position from Lemma 4 directly without using the construction of Section 2 
as follows. Start with the convolution equation Q, $ = y, and obtain the 
solution ‘pl as Bore1 transform of order k, of j. Then introduce U, as in 
(5.2). Now D[u, ] = b, , where b, is exponentially small of order k, . Next 
construct an exponentially small solution cpz of the convolution equation 
Q2(p = q2 which corresponds to D[u] = -b,. Then define uz = Yz(p2. 
Now u2 is exponentially small of order k, and D[uZ] = -h, + b,, where 6, 
also is exponentially small of order k,, etc. Finally we solve 
D[u,] = -b,-, with u,= Tk,cp,, cpr exponentially small solution of 
Q,(p=q,. Then y=u,+ ... + U, is the solution of D[y] =g which 
corresponds to the solution of Section 2. This method is due to Ecalle. 
In the discussion of Stokes multipliers in Section 6 we need some related 
decompositions of solutions of (0.1) considered in Theorem 2. We derive 
those here using the notation of Section 4. 
Let d be a half-line arg 5 = f&,, S, := S(8, - 6, 0,, + 6), S- := S(8, - 6, f3,), 
S, :=S(0,,8,+6), and S=K or S,. Here 6>0 is so small that S,\d 
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does not contain singular values of (4.7): VIJ n (S,\d) = 0 for all j and 1 
(cf. (4.10)). 
Let H be the multisum associated with fi such that in its definition all 
Sh include S (cf. (1.29)). If S= S and S= S,, we denote H also by H- 
and H+, respectively. Choose 1, E C such that 
Re A,,>0 if Ah=ph(0)+ A,, h = 1, . . . . m. (5.6) 
In the discussion in Section 6 we use 
G.,(t) := H.j(t)tN’+‘j’, if A #O, 
G.j(t) := H.j(t) if A = 0, 
z,(t) := G-h(t) exp(qh-q,)(t-‘). 
(5.7) 
Here G ,j = G; or G :. according to whether S = S or S’. Here we give 
a decomposition of these functions. Let 
B mg,. so tNl+j.~‘~=: qgj, Bm,,sSH.j=: tjgj, ge { 1, ***1 r(j)}, (5.8) 
in the sense of (1.31). Then 
B m,,sG .j=: ‘PgjT 
‘Pgj = *gj if A=0 
(5.9) 
where 
‘Pgj=H,(0)9gj+**jm*p,~gj if A #O. 
Next define functions (7, and u as in (5.2): 
'Plj := (Pljl 4g+ I,j I= dg4gjY ugj := ~Qj5,, (5.10) 
where A, is defined as in (5.1) with j, k,, and k,, i replaced by g, mgj, and 
m g + ,, j and zg E d such that 
kg1 >max{blhl? PIhE vgjn &>. (5.11) 
The paths of integration in the integrals defining d,$ and u are in S. Then 
r(i) 
G.j= 1 ugj> u,(t)-A.j(t)tN/+i,l/, t+OonS, 
g=l (5.12) 
u,(t)=O(l)exp{-c,(z,P,/t)“~-i~~), t+OonS,, g>2, 
for some cg > 0 and 6 > 0 sufficiently small. Moreover, @Pi - q, is analytic 
on C,. 
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Next we consider Z, in case pc Ed (cf. (5.7) and (4.9)). First define 
yjh’(<) := 271i 
j 
00 exp(i0) 
ew{(5/t)khJ+ (qh-qj)(t-‘)}d(tpk’) 
0 (5.13) 
=2ni{Z,sexP(qh - Sj)}(T' exp(-W,j)). 
Here we first choose r and 8 such that Re(S/p)k < 1, 0 = arg p, where 
k := k,, p := phj. By varying 5 and 8 we see that yj”‘(<) may be continued 
analytically for gk # pk, and yjh’(r) + 0 as < --f cc on any sector of finite 
opening. By inversion of (5.13) we get (cf. (1.18)) 
ev(q, - qj)(tp’) = jccph,) {exp -(~lt)k”)Ylh’(~)d(5kh~), (5.14) 
where the contour is a loop from coeia’g ’ around phj in negative sense to 
toe iargr which does not enclose phjexp(2gzi/khj), g = 1, . . . . k,- 1. We also 
may rewrite (5.14) as 
exp(qh-qj)(t-‘)= (~kh,,,+Yjh’-~h,.S~yjh’}(f), (5.15) 
where t E So. In ss+ we may deform the path of integration without pass- 
ing thru phj, and similarly for Y’., . 
yjh’ exist and are analytic on C,. 
The accelerates Al,k with I > k := k, of 
Let k, be the gth level mti associated wth j in (4.7). Then define for ,U > g 
in the sense of (1.31) 
Cp;’ := 4nc,,s_ G:i,, Y;” := Am,.m,,,s+ yjh’. (5.16) 
So ~2” is analytic if p > g. Furthermore cp,$’ is analytic in So except for 
singular (branch) points in 
I/(h, /Jjj) := {PlhEdlk,h=m,j}. (5.17) 
We make the additional assumption that for fixed j and h with phj E d and 
k, = mgj as above we have (cf. (4.10)) 
p/h # phj if k/h = khj; i.e., Phj $ V(h, g, j). (Ahj) 
Let S”,” be the sector S, with cuts from V(h, p, j) to points on 
arg 5 = 8, + 6 and with added small neighborhoods of V(h, ,u, j) in S_ . Let 
s? :=s-. 
Then define 
~2’ := G .h(0)y;h' + cp;' ,e, yjh' if k, = mgj, 
(5.18) 
x$” := G ,h(0)y$)f + cp$’ ,++, y;” if ,u>g. 
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In the case of the upper sign we choose the path of integration in S”,” and 
in the case of the lower sign in S. Then x2’+ is analytic in S”,” and can 
be continued analytically into S- except for a branch point at phj, and 
similarly for x$)-. Furthermore, if p > g we have that x2’* is analytic in 
S”,” v S- with singular (branch) points in plh Ed with k,h =mpj, so in 
V(h,p,j). Finally, from (1.12), (1.22), (5.7), (5.15) (5.16), and (5.18) we 
deduce 
zhj= =%krrSh; Xrj 
cw+ - y;; s_ f;‘- 
p 9. ' where r = r(j). (5.19) 
Analogous to (5.2) we define 
Qk := $y’, ~(hlf 
P+ l,i 
:= ;i; p:’ if ,u >g, (5.20) 
where A: := &,,,+,,j~,,P,,.S 2 as in (5.10) and (5.1), but now the index Sy 
means that the path of integration for the integral in (1.16) is taken in Sy. 
Then analogous to the previous case in Lemma 4, we have j$“” = 1:’ is 
analytic in C,. Analogous to (5.2) we also define 
where T(z,) runs from zP to 0 in S_ with jch) = 2(h)- and then from 0 to 
zP in Sy with jch) = ich)+. If p =g, we have ,zj* = ~$1 (c.f. (5.20) and 
(5.18)), which has inside T(z,) only a singularity in ph,. 
In the same way as in Lemma 4 using (5.19) we now may prove that 
r(i) 
z,,j= c $‘, where k, = mxj, 
P’R 
v~‘(t)-~.h(t)eXP(qh-qj)(t-l), t-+OonS,, (5.22) 
~~)(2)=0(1)exp(-c,(~,_,/t)“~-~~~), t+OonS,, p>g, 
where c,, > 0 is some constant. 
6. RELATIONS FOR STOKES MULTIPLIERS 
Here we consider two fundamental matrices Y+ and Y- of (0.1) in 
overlapping sectors S+ and S- as constructed in Theorem 2. Then 
Y+(x) = Y-(x)C, where C E GL(n; C) is the corresponding Stokes matrix. 
We derive relations of C with accelerates of the B,,-transform of fi of 
Theorem 2. 
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Since (0.1) corresponds via (4.1) with (4.2) we have 
Y’(x)= t = xl@, 
where W+(t) and W-(t) are fundamental matrices of (4.2) on S+ and S. 
so w+(t)= w-(t)C. 
Let 
W*(t)=H’(t)t”expQ(t-‘), A=P(O)+N, H’(t)-A(t)onS*, 
G’(t)=H’(t)t”+“” if A #O, and G*(t)=H’(t) if A=O, 
(6.1) 
where 1, is such that Re Aj > 0 as in (5.6). Using the block notation as 
introduced after (4.6) we have ifjE { 1, . . . . m} 
G>(t)=1 G,(t){eXP(qh-qj)(t-‘)} Chj=C Zhj(t)Chj, (6.2) 
h h 
where zhj iS defined as in (5.7). It is SUfflCient to consider relations for chj 
with fixed j. 
So we consider multisums of fi ,j( t) on two consecutive sectors S,: and 
S,? as in Theorem 2, where we choose these sectors with maximal opening 
and S cS,:, Si cS,?. Then it is easy to see that 
s,: =s(zl,T+), si” = S(T-, z,), 
where r r, r2 are Stokes directions, (z _, r + ) is a Stokes pair associated with 
ome ql.-qj, and rl<~_, z+ <z2. Hence 
s,:=s,ps;=s e,-&,e,+& 
( ) 
if 8, := arg pii, k := k,. (6.3) 
Let k, be the 0th level m, associated with j in (4.7) and d be the half-line 
arg 5 = eo. Because So cannot contain a pair of Stokes rays associated with 
qh - qj for any h we have phi $ d if k, > k, = mgj. Define for g E { 1, . . . . 0) 
Z,, := {h E { 1, . . . . m} 1 PhjEd, khj=mgj}, (6.4) 
or equivalently Zgj := {h 1 phj E VRi n d} (cf. (4.10)). Furthermore let 
S, := S(8,, 8, + 6) and S_ := S(B,- 6,0,), where 6 >O is chosen suf- 
ficiently small. 
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Let ~2) be defined by (5.18), (5.16), and (5.13). Let cp$, $5 be defined 
by (5.9) and (5.8) with S := S+, H := H’, G :=G’. So 
+ . 
‘PIT .=cPljY 
+ 
‘P+l,j’ .= AB (p;, where Ah := Amp+,,,,mr,,St. (6 5) 
Furthermore we use assumption (Ahj) from Section 5 if phj E d, k, < mOj, or 
equivalently 
PlhfPhj if PhjEd and k,, = k, 6 mOj. (Aj) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3. Let Y- and Y+ be the fundamental matrices of (0.1) given 
by Theorem 2 on two consecutive, overlapping sectors S- and S+, and let 
Y+ = Y-C. LetjE (1, . . . . m> and let the corresponding multisums H; and 
H: (cf (6.1)) be defined on S,: and SJt with S’ c S,’ and (6.3). Let 
k, = rngj and d be the half-line arg 5 = tIO, and assume (Aj) is satisfied. Then 
and 
c,=o if hs(&,, 
g=l 
(6.6) 
is analytic at the singular points of ‘p, on d, ge { 1, . . . . g}. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 gives a possibility of obtaining limit formulas for 
Stokes multipliers chj. Because of (5.18) the behavior of x$’ near the 
singular point phj of ‘pgj on d with k, = mgj is determined by the behavior 
of y,!“’ near phi (cf. (5.13)) and the behavior of cpz’ near 0: 
(~~.)“~~,,(Ei,~t~h+j.hlh ) if A #O, $‘~H.,(0)yjh’ if n =o. (6.7) 
The function (~2 in (6.6) can be constructed by acceleration of the Bore1 
transform of order mlj of fi.j. In particular, cp$ is the (m;’ -m2;‘)-‘-sum 
of @zj= I?,,fi.j (cf. Section 1, remark after (1.30)). 
Proof From (5.12) we deduce 
G;(t)-G;(t)= c (u; -U;)(f), 
h=l 
(6.8) 
where in (5.10) we choose zh E d with (5.11), and the upper and lower sign 
correspond to the path of integration in the Laplace integral in (5.10) lying 
in S, and S- , respectively. In (5.9), $ij and ‘plj are analytic in S(8, - 6, 
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8, + 6) for some 6 > 0 except possibly at singular points qhj~ 4 with 
k, = my. Hence 
(ul:. - uij l(t) = jc, {exp - (5/t)“‘~)(p?i(5)d(5”‘~), (6.9) 
where the contour C, lies in S(B,,-- 6, B0 + 6) and runs from z, to z1 
around the singular points of ‘pv in negative sense. Here 0 < 6 < ~/(2k,) 
and 6 is chosen sufficiently small. In particular we deduce from (6.8) (6.9) 
and (5.12) that 
G:(t)-G;(t)=O(l)exp(-c It/-ml’) as t-+OonS(B,-6,0,+6) 
(6.10) 
for some c>O. 
The multisums in the right-hand side of (6.2) are defined in 
S(& - 6,8, + 6) c So for some 6 > 0. Hence we obtain with (6.10) 
(6.11) 
where I= {h E { 1, . . . . m}lh#j, c,#o} and 
Re(qh - qj)(t-‘) < 0, if t E S(&, - 6,8,, + 6) n d(0; E) and h E I. 
(6.12) 
Here E is some positive number. 
Let 
x,(t) := c Z,(t)c,j. (6.13) 
Then by combining (6.1 l), (6.8) (5.22), and (5.21) we obtain 
N,(t) := j T(z,) {exp -(t/t)““} {Vlj(t)- 1 X1:‘(5)chj] 4tm”) 
h E II, 
r(J) r(j) 
= -hz2 t”t’$ -UG)(f)+ c 1 o~~‘(t)Chj+Xl(t). (6.14) 
hEI,, I=2 
Here T(z,) is as in (5.21) and such that V(h, 1,j) is outside T(zr) if hoZIJ 
and V,j n d is inside T(z,) (cf. (4.10)). This is possible because of assump- 
tion (Ai). We may deform T(z,) such that 0 lies outside T(z,) since the 
integrand is analytic near 0 in S(8, - 6, B0 + 6). 
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Now consider 
f(s) := ji’ (exp(s/t)“l~}N,(t)d(t-“‘i), 
where t, E d, 1 t, 1 sufficiently small. From the behavior of the last member 
of (6.14) near t = 0 (cf. (5.12), (5.22), (6.13), and (6.12)) it follows thatf(s) 
is analytic for s E d, IsI < R, were R + co, as z1 + cc. From (6.14) and (6.6) 
we also deduce 
if Re{ ({ePieO)m’j - (~e-i’o)m’~) > 0 for all <E Qz,). 
By using a contour f’ from z, to zI which includes s but not 0 we see 
that j(s) = - 2niKij(s) + J,-, , where the last integral is analytic inside r’. 
Hence K,(s) is analytic inside T(z,) and N,(t) = 0 in (6.14). 
From (6.14) and the behavior of U$ (t) and u!:)(t) near t=O (cf. (5.12) 
and (5.22)) if follows that I\I, = J,, where 
J/:= {h~ZIk~~>rn~}, I= 1, . ..) r(j). (6.15) 
Since K,j is analytic inside T(z,) we have A; K,= A: K,j (cf. the defini- 
tion of A’ after (5.20)). Hence if < E So and ItI is sufficiently small then 
4; (t)- 1 i$$'+(5)chj=$,(5)- C 4\$'-(5Jchj, (6.16) 
hsf~, hell, 
where @ * is defined as in (6.5) with tildes added to cp* and A’. Hence 
(5.21) implies 
(6.17) 
where T(z,) runs from z2 to 0 in SW with CJ = c$- and from 0 to z2 in S”,’ 
with @=cp’. 
It now follows from (5.10), (5.21), and (6.17) that 
N,:=(u+g(t)- i: c t$‘(t)c,j 
/=l heI,, 
= 
5 
r {exp - (5/t)““)R,(5)d(r”*‘. 1, (6.18) 
where R, is defined by (6.6) with tildes added, and r runs from z2 to z2 
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once around V(2, j) n d in negative sense and with V(h, 2, j) outside r if 
h E I,,.. This is possible because of assumption (Ai). Since I$ - cp and 2 - x 
are analytic according to Section 5, we may omit the tilde in (6.18). Since 
N,(t) = 0, we obtain from (6.14) 
r(i) 
N*(t) = - c @h: -uh;)(t)+ i c ‘f u$‘(t)+X,(t), (6.19) 
where 
h=3 /=I hel,, 5x=3 
X2(t) := 1 &jc,. 
h E JAh, 
To (6.18) and (6.19) we may apply the same arguments made above to 
N,(t). Thus we obtain that Kzj is analytic inside r, N,(t) = 0, and 
J,\12,=J,, so IcJ~uZ,~LJZ~/. 
By repeating this procedure we obtain the result concerning Kgj for 
ge { 1, .‘., g} in the theorem. Moreover, we see that 
Ic fi Igj, 
g=I 
and so we get C,=O if h$u”,=, Igj. 
Remark 4. Another method to obtain relations for Stokes multipliers 
has recently been given by Immink [12]. In the case of one level the 
problem has received much attention; for example, see Balser, Jurkat, and 
Lutz [2, 33 and R. Schlfke [16]. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the special case of (4.2) 
t$= [diag (0, at-‘, 2t-*} + tR(t)]w, 
where R(t) is an analytic (3 x 3)-matrix in a neighborhood of 0. We now 
have two levels so that the functions (p,+ in Theorem 3 can be constructed 
using single k-summability instead of accelerations. 
From (4.4) we see ql(t) = 0, q2(t) = -at, q3(t) = - t*, and there is a 
formal fundamental matrix 
Z?(t)diag{l,exp(-at-‘),exp(-t-*)}, A$ Hkik, H,=I. 
0 
From (4.9) we get pzl = a, pi2 = -a, psl = _+ 1, pi3 = +i, ~32~ + 1, 
,023 = k i, ki2=1, k,,=k23=2, m,,=m,,=l, m2,=m22=m13=2, 
r(l)=r(2)=2, r(3)=1. 
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Suppose a := arg a E (0, $r). From Theorem 2 with j= 1 we see that 
Gi(t) :=fi,(t) is (2, 1)-summable in S- :=S(-$n, arc) and St = 
S( - fn, $) with sums w;(t) and w:(t), respectively, which satisfy (4.2). 
Now S- n S+ = S( -7r/4,7c/4) and so in (6.3) we have &,=O = arg psi, 
d is the halfline arg 5 = 0, k,, = 2 = mzl, CT = 2. 
The condition (A,) now becomes p,,, # ph, if phi > 0 and klk = k,,, < 2. 
Since phi > 0 implies h = 3 we see that assumption (A,) is satisfied. Further- 
more 1ii = 0, I,, = (3) (cf. (6.4)). Hence Theorem 3 gives for the Stokes 
multipliers C,,, C,, =0 if h= 1, 2 and C3i follows from cp$(~)--x$~‘(~)C,, 
is analytic at 5 = p3i = 1. Here we have by (5.13) 
yi3’(5) = 27ci l,p‘ exp{(5/t)2-t-2} d(tP2)=27ri(l-<‘)-l, 
and so by (5.18) 
XI:‘({) - 27ri(l- <2)-i e3, i’--+ 1. 
Here we denote the kth unit vector by ek, so e3 = 
denotes transposition. Hence we obtain 
According to Remark 3 after Theorem 3 we have that 
C;” Hpel~P-2/r(~p): 
(0, 0, l)‘, where T 
(~2: is the 2-sum of 
whereJ,=&,C,” Hke,tke2/r(ik), Si =S(a-2n,a), and l<l is sufficiently 
small. We may rewrite this formula as cpA(l) = r-*(P&,f)(c), where 
f(t) = C;” H,e, tke2/f’*($k). Now (p:(t) has an analytic continuation out- 
side the points f 1; we denote this continuation also by (PA(<) if Im 5 > 0. 
Its behavior near 5 = 1 determines C,,, as we saw above. 
EXAMPLE 2. A simple example with three levels is given by 
lz= [diag{O, at-‘, 2b2tr2, -3tr3) +tR(t)]w, 
where R(t) is a (3 x 3)-matrix analytic at 0, 0 < arg a < in, b > 0, b # 1. 
Now q1 = 0, q2(t) = --at, q3(t) = - b2t2, q4(t) = t3, and there exists a for- 
mal fundamental matrix A(t) diag{ 1, exp( -at-‘), exp( -b*tr*), exp te3}, 
where H(t) = C,“= ,, Hk tk, Ho = I. 
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From (4.9) we deduce k,, = 1, p2i =a, k,, =2, p31 = +b, kdl = 3, 
p4, = - 1, exp( +7ci/3). Z?.,(t) is (3,2, 1)-summable in S(%/6, 11x/6) and 
S(n/6,7n/6) and we consider the Stokes multipliers C,, associated with the 
corresponding fundamental solutions. 
The intersection of these sectors is S(57c/6, 7x/6) and so we have (6.3) 
with t9,=n, k=3=k,,=m3,, G= 3. Hence d: arg <=n contains the 
singular values pjl = -b and p4, = - 1. Furthermore it is easily verified 
that (A,) is satisfied and I,, = /zr, Z2i = (31, I,, = (4). Hence Theorem 3 
implies C,, = Cz, = 0 and 
(P,:(5) - xs3c3, 
(P,:(5) - x:?(w4, 
According to (5.13) we have 
is analytic at Eli = -b, 
is analytic at p4i = - 1. 
yi3’(5)=2ni ra exp{(t/t)2-b2tr2} d(t-*)=* 
JO b2 - r2 
and 
7 I”)( () = 2ni [ cc exp(ni) exp 
Jo 
Hence (5.18) implies 
X::‘(t \ 
7ci 
-b(5e3y t--b 
-271i 
-3(4.e4T 
5- -1. x:4’ (5 
Therefore, 
C4, = 2 <lim (5 + l)e:qG(t). + --1 
Here we have the same expression for (p;(t) as in Example 1 for small It 1, 
and (p;(r) is continued analyticaly on the lower half-plane S, : Im 5 < 0. 
Furthermore, (~3: = A,,,,,,cpA in a neighborhood of 0 in S2, and (~3: is 
continued analytically on S,. 
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